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Abstract
The motivation of this thesis research is to develop an experimental platform for
research on quadrotor gust response and wind gust estimation. The work requires
the development of a quadrotor system that can be operated in an indoor facility
with closed-loop control using the Vicon motion capture system. This research
studies the dynamics of a commercial 3DR IRIS+ quadrotor and obtains linear
models of its attitude response. In addition, outer-loop translational rate command (TRC) controllers are designed with different criteria. One controller is
developed based on the identified model transfer function, using the classical root
locus method, while the other controller is designed by applying modern dynamic
inversion control theory. Furthermore, the controllers are implemented on the
actual aircraft and then integrated with a ground station computer and the motion capture system. The controllers are tested with step and doublet commands
of different magnitudes. The simulation models are verified with flight test. Finally, controller’s disturbance rejection capabilities are verified by subjecting the
quadrotor to wind gust generated by a high speed fan.
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction
1.1 Background
UAS [4, 5] (Uninhabited Aerial Systems, or Unmanned Aircraft Systems) have
drawn a lot of attention in the aerospace industry in recent years. A common
configuration of UAS, quadrotor [6–9] (alternatively quadcopters or drone) has become one of the most popular aerial platforms and is being used on a wide variaty
of applications. Thanks to the improvement of battery power density and cheaper
computing power, quadrotor vehicles have stepped into the consumer electronics
market and received more attention than many other traditional electronics. Aerial
photography/videography has become one of the common applications for quadrotors, the enthusiastic users have made DJI, the leading quadrotor manufacture in
this area, to hit 1.47 billion dollars revenue in 2016 [10].

Figure 1.1: An aerial photography quadrotor/drone from Autel Robotics.
On the other hand, the quadrotor platform has many characteristics to make
1

it a perfect platform for research purposes. Many institutions have used quadrotor
as a testbed [11–13]. Low system cost is one of the key advantages of quadrotorrelated research [14, 15]. The quadrotor vehicle is a modest system with simple
frame body and few electronic devices. The relatively small size and light weight
of the quadrotor makes it very portable. The quadcoptor is usually powered by
lithium-ion polymer battery (LiPo) batteries, which is a cheap and reliable energy
storage. All the mechanical systems on a quadrotor are very safe to use and requires
minimum maintenance.
In addition, quadrotors can be used in a variety of academic research [7, 12, 13,
16]. The system is not overly complicated, and it is relatively easy to model. Due to
the rigid, symmetrical layout of its structure, the quadrotor has minimal coupling
of control between its axes [17]. The only actuators are the four motors on the
aircraft. Most of the quadrotor aircraft are equipped with fixed pitch rotors, which
have no lead/lag or flap hinges [18]. Compared to conventional helicopters, the
rotor dynamics are much easier to model. Quardrotors sometimes operate in indoor
environment with relatively small velocities, some of the aerodynamic effects, such
as vehicle body drag, body pitching and rolling moments, in those conditions do
not appear significantly and thus can be ignored [13, 19]. Those characters make
it reasonably easy to design and implement controllers for quadrotors.
Doing research with quadrotor vehicles also have fairly low requirement in terms
of test facilities and vehicle operator [13]. Unlike other aircraft, the quadrotor
can be operated both indoor and outdoor. There is usually no need to hire a
professional test pilot to operate a quadrotor aircraft. With the help of the onboard
controllers, only rudimentary flying skills are needed to safely operate the vehicle.
Furthermore, the quadrotor is usually a modular platform that can be customized to use a variety of sensors and actuators to gain different characters. The
vehicle can use propellers that have different sizes and amounts of blade pitch or use
different rated brushless motors to obtain completely different flight performance.
The quadrotor platform is usually easy to add additional sensors and payloads to
accomplish a number of tasks. Small computers can be carried onto a quadrotor
to make it a “smart” aircraft for executing more autonomous tasks [11, 12, 14, 19].
Moreover, there exist many open-source autopilot hardware and software for
controlling and operating the quadrotor vehicles [20–23]. The open-source hardware usually has sufficiently powerful CPUs and integrated sensors. The open2

software is available to researchers and students free of charge. Since the source
code can be obtained easily from the web, developers can take advantage of work
of previous developments while contributing their own algorithms to the on-line
community. These on-line open-source software resources save a lot of time, while
researchers do not necessarily need to know every corner of the system.

Figure 1.2: A customized quadrotor aircraft flying at UPenn’s motion capture
lab [1].
Quadrotors became popular with hobbyists in the 2000’s, when the on-board
electronics can finally be small and powerful enough to stabilize and control the
quadrotor aircraft [24]. The GRASP lab of University of Pennsylvania is one
of the pioneers in doing research with quadrotors, some of their work related to
vision-based feedback control dates back to 2002 [25]. MIT, together with Boeing Phantom Works, built the RAVEN (Real-time Autonomous Vehicle indoor
test ENvironment) indoor test facility and started using the Vicon motion capture
system to do closed-loop control with quadrotor vehicles [26]. In recent years, a
more modern design of the indoor flight testbed called the Flight Machine Arena
(FMA) has been developed by Professor Raffaello D’Andrea and his students at
ETH Zurich [27]. The hardware and software infrastructure of the FMA are specially designed for the systems flexibility and robustness such that it can be used
3

not only for doing quadrotor research but also can be used for doing public demonstrations.
In 2005, researchers at Penn State University designed and built a quadrotor
vehicle and developed a simulation model of the system [6, 7]. Since then, the
dynamics of quadrotor vehicle were well studied, a quadrotor vehicle was made
with a controller that enables it to be operated indoors. This research builds
off of previous research and modeling tools developed at Penn State, and takes
advantage of modern commercially available quadrotors and a recently installed
motion capture system at Penn State.

1.2 Research Problem
One of the main purposes of this research is to develop a methodology and test
facility for estimation of wind gusts and doing control design for rejection of gust
disturbances. The core of this research is to develop a suitable control design
methodology for use on the quadrotor for conducting indoor flight test experiments.
The side benefit will be that the quadrotor aircraft can be used as an indoor testbed
for other research related to control of quadrotor UAS. The research requires a
small quadrotor. The 3D Robotics IRIS+ [28] was selected for this study.
Although the IRIS+ is equipped with GPS, which can provide vehicle’s velocity
and position information, when flying indoors, the GPS signals are blocked by the
building’s structure. The Penn State motion capture lab has a set of Vicon system
with 12 motion tracking cameras. The Vicon motion capture system can provide
accurate and reliable pose measurement of an object inside of its field of view.
Thus, the motion capture system can be used as a sensor that is running off-board
to provide needed velocity and position feedback. The motion capture system can
be operated at a high rate, and the signal delay is negligible. Thereby, using the
Vicon system as feedback, a closed-loop controller can be implemented offboard to
control the IRIS+ in the indoor environment.

1.3 Thesis Overview
The goal of this thesis project is to build a test facility that has an outer loop
controller, which uses the motion capture system as feedback to control the IRIS+
4

Figure 1.3: Flying the IRIS+ quadrotor in the Penn State motion capture lab
quadrotor indoors. The process to accomplish the goal requires a good study of
the dynamics of the IRIS+ quadrotor vehicle, and a dynamic model of the IRIS+
needs to be constructed. The outer-loop controller for controlling vehicle’s velocity
needs to be designed, and the controller needs to be tested by simulation. Finally,
the feedback controller needs to be implemented into the ground station system,
and the performance of the controller needs to be verified by flight data. With the
controller, the IRIS+ quadrotor should be easy to fly by an inexperienced pilot.
The IRIS+ vehicle with outer-loop controller needs to be developed as a modular
platform to support further studies such as gust disturbance rejection control and
wind gust identification.

5

Chapter 2 |
System Overview
2.1 Penn State Motion Capture Lab
The Penn State Motion Capture Lab (Figure 2.1) is located in the supplemental
mail building at Penn State University main campus. The lab has two separated
areas, a large capture space and a control/storage area, divided by a protective
netting. The capture space is 9.8 x 11.6 meters with a ceiling more than six meters
above the floor. The capture space is free of obstacles with the exception of four
camera tripods located next to each wall around the flying space. Twelve infrared
video cameras are located at the edges of the capture area. Each side of the area
has three cameras, two of them are mounted five meters above the floor on the
wall, and one camera is mound on top of the tripod, which is about 2.7 meters
high. The control/storage area contains ground station computers and additional
hardware for the motion capture system. The large size of the motion capture lab
in all three dimensions makes it a perfect place to test unmanned aircraft systems.
It can easily hold small to mid-sized quadrotors doing maneuvers.

2.2 Motion Capture System
The motion capture system in use is the Vicon MX system. The system includes
twelve MX T40 infrared cameras, two MX hardware boxes and a Vicon host PC
station. The combined cameras’ field of view can cover almost the entire space of
the motion capture lab. The data communication between the Vicon MX hardware
boxes to the host PC is routed with an Ethernet cable. The data from Vicon

6

Figure 2.1: Penn State Motion Capture Lab.
cameras are processed by the Vicon Tracker software in real-time. The system can
be used with 100 Hz update rate of tracking. However, even higher update rate
can be achieved, but then the system receives a penalty of a smaller field of view
when the update rate goes beyond 160 Hz.
The tracking object needs to be mounted with multiple retro-reflective markers
that reflect the infrared light emitted by the camera infrared LED strobe. The
cameras will only see the markers on the object, thus, the tracking object needs
to have a rigid body, and the geometric relations between markers cannot change
during the tracking. The tracking of the object is done based upon the position
of the markers. The tracker software calculates each marker’s location in the 3D
space, by knowing the initial maker geometric relations, the location and attitude
of the tracked object are reconstructed. At least three markers are needed for an
object to enable the 3D motion tracking. To help the cameras better reconstruct
the pose of the object, the markers are desired to be placed asymmetrically.
The Vicon motion capture system needs to be calibrated frequently. The cal7

ibration is done by waving a T-shaped wand with active infrared LEDs. The
relative locations of the LEDs on the wand are known by the software, thus the
wand becomes the reference for the calibration. The wand also defines the Vicon
global coordinate. Every time after a system calibration, the Vicon global coordinate needs to be re-defined. When it is well tuned and calibrated, the Vicon
motion capture system can reach stunning tracking resolution. With an object a
few meters away from the cameras, the resolution of position can easily reach 0.1
mm, and the attitude resolution can reach 0.1 degree.
The Vicon Tracker software also has its Software Development Kit (SDK),
which can be used to pull the data out into another software. The “vicon bridge”
ROS node (covered in later chapters) which is developed in the ground station
uses the Vicon SDK. The motion tracking data can be received by this node in
realtime.

2.3 3DR IRIS+

Figure 2.2: 3DR IRIS+
3DR IRIS+ (Figure 2.2) is the quadrotor vehicle that has been used for this
research. The vehicle is manufactured by 3D Robotics(3DR). The IRIS+ has a
mid-sized “X” shape body. The four 9.5 inch diameter propellers are mounted
8

at the end of each leg. The propellers are designed as self-tightening propellers,
where the mounting threads of the propellers get tightened by the motor torque
during the flight. The IRIS+ has good maneuverability, and it can generate a
lot of thrust to carry some external payload, such as a self-stabilizing gimbal and
a GoPro camera. However, the gimbal and camera are not installed for weightsaving reasons, which allows our IRIS+ additional maneuver margin. The battery
compartment of the IRIS+ can hold a 5100 mAh Li-On battery, which gives the
IRIS+ 16-22 minutes of flight.
3DR radio (Figure 2.3) is a wireless telemetry communication module, which
comes with the IRIS+ package. This radio is small but it has a good transmitting
range of more than one mile. It is operated at a 57600 baud rate, both up and
downlink. However, based on some of the tests, the 3DR radio is only reliable
for sending data with a rate up to about twenty Hz. Significant delay and data
dropouts were observed when trying to send data to the IRIS+ at a faster rate.

Figure 2.3: 3DR Radio module
The complete system setup, shows in Figure 3.9, includes the Vicon motion
capture system, a Vicon host PC that runs the Tracker software, a network router
for the communication between host PC and a ground control station computer
with 3DR radio plugged in for the communicating to the IRIS+.

9

Figure 2.4: Full system setup.
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Chapter 3 |
Vehicle Dynamics and Modeling
In order to design and implement a good controller for flying the IRIS+ quadrotor indoors, a firm understanding about the quadrotor dynamics is required. In
addition, a vehicle dynamic model is needed for analyzing the vehicle’s response
and constructing simulation models. Physics-based simulation modeling requires
a physics model of the complex propeller aerodynamics, as well as detailed knowledge of the mass and inertial properties of the aircraft. Such a model still needs
to be validated with extensive flight testing of the vehicle. A more direct method
was chosen for this work using frequency domain system-identification. The system identification also captures the behavior of the attitude stabilization controller
embedded on the aircraft. The identified linear models can then be coupled with
non-linear equations for aircraft kinematics when simulating the aircraft motion.
By doing flight test with injected frequency-sweep signals and recording the IRIS+
response with the motion capture system, the vehicle’s behavior was mapped into
frequency domain. A series of fitted models were developed to match the response
of the vehicle, using CIFER software [29, 30]. The identified system was then
verified within time domain, using a simulation model in MATLAB.

3.1 Quadrotor Dynamics
Quadrotor vehicles, also called quadcopter, is a kind of multi-rotor aerial vehicle
that uses four vertical propellers to generate thrust forces to fly. Those vehicles
normally have a symmetrical body with two pairs of legs mounted with propellers
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at the end. The rotors across from each other rotate in opposite directions. The
propellers are usually powered by electric brushless motors, which are controlled
by the electric speed controller (ESC). Unlike fixed-wing aircraft or helicopters
that have movable control surfaces to adjust the motion of the vehicle during the
flight, most quadrotors have no aerodynamic control surface that can generate
force or moment. The motors are usually fixed to the vehicle body, and fixed-pitch
propellers are used. Controlling the motion of a quadcopters is purely done by
independently controlling the RPM of each propeller, which will create unbalanced
forces and moments.
Thus, the forces and moments are studied for the IRIS+ quadrotor. 6-DOF
rigid body equations of motions (EOM) are developed to represent the dynamics of
P
the IRIS+ vehicle by using Newton’s second law. These forces F and moments
P
M have contributions from several sources, including the rotors, gravity, and
fuselage aerodynamics. However, to analyze IRIS+’s motion with a simplified
vehicle dynamics, many assumptions are taken. The quadrotor is considered to
be perfectly symmetrical, and the Center of Gravity (C.G.) is on the center of
geometry. Some of the complex aerodynamics are simplified or dropped, due to
the fact that the dominating forces and moments are much more significant.

3.1.1 Coordinate systems
The vehicle dynamics is analyzed in its vehicle body frame [xB , y B , z B ], where the
x-axis is pointing to the nose of the vehicle, y-axis is pointing to the right and zaxis is pointing down. The forces FB and moments MB are all considered applied
to the C.G, which is also the origin of the body coordinate. The translational
velocity VB and rotational velocity ω B , vehicle accelerations V̇B and ω̇ B are also
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defined in the vehicle body frame. In component form, they can be written as:
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Euler angles φ, θ and ψ are used to represent vehicle’s roll, pitch and yaw
attitude, relative to the fixed North-East-Down (NED) coordinate system. The
relationship between Euler angle derivatives and the body rate is:
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To navigate the IRIS+ quadrotor, the position and translational velocities are
measured in the reference coordinate system, which is assumed fixed in the inertial
frame. A transformation matrix, TB/R is used to map the values into the vehicle
body coordinate. The transformation matrix TR/B is the transpose matrix of
TB/R . Since the Euler angles involves the 3-2-1 rotations with rotating axis, the
transformation matrix TB/R is a combination of 3 rotational matrices, where:
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TB/R = L1 (φ) · L2 (θ) · L3 (ψ)
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Using the transformation matrix, the translational velocities in reference coordinate is given as:
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ż
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3.1.2 Forces and moments
When the IRIS+ is trimmed in hover, the simplified forces, rolling and pitching
moments are shown in Figure 3.1. The 4 propellers on the quadrotor generate
thrust forces F1−4 , the combined forces FT otal countereact the gravitational force
FGravity . In the following diagrams, the direction and length of the force vector
denote direction and the magnitude of the force. The size and direction of the
moment arrow, denotes the magnitude and direction for the yawing moments.
The legs for the IRIS+, i.e. the moment arm, l1−4 are same in length but pointing
to the different directions. In trim hover, all the forces and moments sum to zero,
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Figure 3.1: Simplified illustration of the forces and moments acting on a quadrotor
so that
FGravity − F1 − F2 − F3 − F4 = 0
L=M =N =0
Thus, the total forces FT otal equals the opposite gravitational force. The rolling
and pitching moments, L and M acting on the vehicle is a summation of the lift
force of each rotor F1−4 cross the moment arm l1−4 . Since the vehicle is symmetrical, the moment arms are same in length but opposite in direction. Thus, the L
and M are both 0. The yawing moment N is a summation of the yawing moment
generated by each rotor N1−4 , which is also 0.
The quadrotor vehicle changes its attitude by giving different rotor speed
(RPM) for each propeller. The change in RPM will result in a change in rotor
thrust and rotor moment. The combined net moment acting on the quadrotor
then is changed, forcing the vehicle to rotate. The following illustrations demonstrate how the vehicle gains a rolling moment (Figure 3.2) and a yawing moment
(Figure 3.3).
However, when the vehicle is pitched or rolled, the tilted total thrust force FT otal
introduces a horizontal force component FHorizontal . (Figure 3.4) That force component gives the quadrotor an acceleration, thus, the vehicle can move sideways.
(Figure 3.5) A change in the vertical component of the thrust force also introduces
a vertical acceleration. Therefore, by purely changing the RPM of all the rotors,
the vehicle will gain vertical velocity. With a combination of different rotor RPM,
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Figure 3.2: Generating a rolling moment

Figure 3.3: Generating a yawing moment
the quadrotor has a 6 degree of freedom (DOF) of motion. Note, however, that
the degrees of freedom are not independent.
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Figure 3.4: Horizontal and vertical component of the thrust force

Figure 3.5: Free-body diagram of a forward flying quadrotor

3.1.3 Equations of motions (EOMs)
During the flight, the quadrotor vehicle body will experience damping forces and
moments [13]. One of the main sources for the damping force is the aerodynamic
drag on the vehicle body, and some analyses show that the damping due to rotor
blade flapping cannot be ignored even for small quadrotor aircraft [31, 32]. The
rotor axial inflow velocity will also contribute to the damping force, by increasing
or decreasing rotor thrust. Although most of the aerodynamic effects follow second order functions of the vehicle body velocity, linearized equations are used to
present the dynamics of the vehicle around its operating point. Usually for small
air vehicles operating at low speeds with limited maneuverability, the dynamic
equations can be linearized around hover trim, and a constant damping term will
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be used to calculate the damping force. For example, the longitudinal forces acting
on the vehicle during the flight is:
X

Flong = FDrag − mgθ

FDrag = mXu · u
Where Xu is the longitudinal damping derivative, so that mXu u is the longitudinal damping force. By applying Newton’s second law and taking away the
vehicle mass, the longitudinal equation of motion becomes:
u̇ = Xu u − gθ
Where the u̇ represents the vehicle longitudinal acceleration. Similarly, the
lateral dynamics follows the equation:
v̇ = Yv v + gφ
The vertical axis dynamics is given by:
ẇ = Zw w + Zδthrust δthrust
One of the main sources of the stability derivative Zw comes from the effect caused
by rotor inflow velocity. The maneuver along the vertical axis changes the velocity
of the freestream inflow that hits the rotor. Then the rotor blade angle of attack
changes due to that inflow velocity, and it affects the rotor performance. Thus, the
thrust force generated by the rotor is a function of the vertical component of the
inflow velocity, −w. The aerodynamics drag also contributes to the rotor heave
damping Zw . The term δthrust is the perturbation of the control input around trim
point. The amount of total thrust can be calculated by using the control sensitivity
term Zδthrust .
The EOMs of the rotational dynamics were obtained in a similar way. However,
for the pitch and roll axes, Lv and Mu are the terms represent the change in moment
due to changes in velocity. Those terms can occur due to inplane rotor forces and
vehicle body drag being vertically offset from the C.G. Lp and Mq are damping
terms which are results of change in axial flow velocity on each propeller due to
angular rate. The resulting changes in propeller thrusts produces a moment M
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or L. For yawing axis, Nr is also a damping term, which reflects the change in
yawing moment created by aerodynamics drag, due to yaw rate. The Lδroll , Mδpitch
and Nδyaw are the control sensitivity derivatives that represent the scale factors
between the amount of perturbation control input, δ, and the resulting moment
L, M and N .
ṗ = Lv v + Lp p + Lδroll δroll
q̇ = Mu u + Mq q + Mδpitch δpitch
ṙ = Nr r + Nδyaw δyaw
The 6-DOF equations of motion, together with simplified vehicle kinematics,
will be used to develop a system dynamic model, which will be presented in later
sections. In addition, feedback controllers designed using these EOMs is covered
in later chapters. Again, it has to be always remembered that these EOMS only
represent a simplified vehicle dynamics and they are linearized around trim. The
input delta terms must be the perturbations around the trim input.

3.2 Frequency domain modeling
To better understand how the IRIS+ will respond to pilot’s input, the dynamic
model of the vehicle is needed. The model can be constructed by writing the
equations of motions with vehicle’s physical properties, such as the dimensions of
the vehicle, the mass properties of the vehicle, the propeller aerodynamics, and the
performance of the actuators. The hard part of physics-based modeling is that it
is usually difficult to have those accurate modeled components. Characters such
as vehicle aerodynamics damping and rotor download may need wind tunnel test
to be accurately modeled. Thus, modeling the IRIS+ using physical properties
will have a high cost and will be very time consuming. In addition, the goal of the
project is to fly the IRIS+ indoors safely and accurately. The IRIS+ already has
a reliable attitude controller that can balance the forces and moments acting on
the vehicle and give fast and responsive tracking of the pilot’s attitude command.
It is not necessary to know exactly the forces and moments acting on the vehicle,
simply knowing the attitudes and velocities of the vehicle is enough for us to achieve
desired motion.
Frequency domain system identification, on the other hand, is a good way to
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obtain an accurate model by observing the input and output of the system and
fitting dynamic equations to the recorded data [30]. The big advantage of this
method is that there will be no need to know the dynamics that governs the
vehicle’s forces, moments, vertical velocities, and rotational rates. Everything in
between the input to the system and the response will be considered as a black
box, and the behavior of the black box will be fitted by a similar dynamic model
using numerical iterations.

3.2.1 Model construction
It is important to provide an initial model structure that includes the proper state
layout. For example, the pitch axis control for the IRIS+ must be operated with a
close-loop attitude controller to trim the vehicle, due to the fast and unstable openloop dynamics of the quadrotor at hover. The controller running in the closed-loop
system uses a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) type control law, which gives
an Attitude Command Attitude Hold (ACAH) response type. Thus, a third-order
model structure is assumed for the pitch attitude dynamics.
Since the vehicle will be operated with slow speed, the speed damping term
should be marginal. In addition, an extra state should exist in the closed-loop
system due to the integrator. The measured response of the IRIS+ should include
several latencies due to communication and computing from Vicon measurements
and transmitting control signals to the aircraft, as well as latency in the actuator
dynamics. These delays can be combined together, and an overall delay will be
identified with CIFER software. However, CIFER software uses state space representation for the vehicle dynamics. An example is shown below for the longitudinal
state space model construction, the models for other axes were constructed in a
similar way.
First, recall the longitudinal dynamics of a quadrotor vehicle follows:
u̇ = Xu u − gθ
q̇ = Mu u + Mq q + Mδpitch δpitch
Since the quadrotor is considered flying close to trim, where the attitude is close
to zero. From the non-linear kinematics, small angle approximation is applied and
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a linearized relationship is obtained, where:
θ̇ = cos(φ) ∗ q − sin(φ) ∗ r = q

,

when φ ≈ 0

For the ACAH type attitude controller, the control input δpitch follows the PID
compensation:
δpitch = KP (θcmd − θ) + KI

Z

(θcmd − θ)dt + KP (θ̇cmd − θ̇)

Let ∆ replace (θcmd − θ), the q̇ becomes:
q̇ = Mu u + Mq q + Mδpitch (KP ∆ + KI

Z

˙
∆ + KD ∆)

Now, assuming a state space system with X1 = θ, then:
Ẋ1 = θ̇ = q
= Mu

Z

u + Mq θ + Mδpitch (KP

Z

∆ + KI

ZZ

∆ + KD ∆)

Let the second and third state variable to replace the integral in the equation,
where
Z
ZZ
X2 = Mδpitch (KP ∆ + KI
∆)
X3 = Mδpitch KI

Z

∆

By adding and subtracting a q on the X2 variable, the X2 can also be expressed as:
X2 = q − KD ∆ − Mq θ
Substituting the q̇ to the differentiated equation, it becomes:
˙ − Mq q
Ẋ2 = q̇ − Mδpitch K D ∆
= Mδpitch KP ∆ + X3
Thus, the state equations are:
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Ẋ1 = Mu

Z

u + Mq θ + Mδpitch KD ∆ + X2

Ẋ2 = Mδpitch KP ∆ + X3
Ẋ3 = Mδpitch KI ∆
Some assumptions are used to further simplify the state equations. Since the
IRIS+ quadrotor is relatively flat and low in height, the Mu is considered small.
In addition, the forward velocity is always small when flying inside of the motion
R
capture lab. The term Mu u was removed from the equation. Furthermore, the
Mδpitch was considered as 1 and its actual value was combined with the PID gains.
Thus, by replacing ∆ with θcmd − θ and combine with u̇, there comes the simplified
state equations and its state space representation:
u̇ = Xu u − gθ
x˙1 = (Mq − KD )θ + X2 + KD θcmd
x˙2 = −KP θ + X3 + KP θcmd
x˙3 = −KI θ + KI θcmd
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By manipulating the state space model representation, a third-order, relative
degree one, model transfer function is obtained for the pitch and roll attitude
dynamics [3]. The model is expressed in transfer function form as:
θ
θcmd

=

KD s2 + KP s + KI
e−τ s
s3 + (K D − Mq )s2 + KP s + KI

This transfer function is indeed a quadrotor dynamics coupled with PID feedback
compensation acting on the pitch attitude. It is expected that a PID compensation
in the controller results in a well-damped attitude command response. Later,
this transfer function is used for constructing simulation as well as for designing
feedback controllers with classical root locus criteria.
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3.3 Frequency-sweep input signals
In order to accurately model the vehicle dynamics, flight test data that records
input and quadrotor response is needed. During the flight, the vehicle should
perform a specifically designed maneuver, where the input should be able to excite
all the desired vehicle mode that wants to be captured [3, 30]. Frequency-sweep
is the most widely used testing input for rotorcraft system identification, which
was firstly introduced into rotorcraft field by Mark Tischler. A frequency sweep
test signal is a quasi-sinusoidal shape input with increasing frequency over time,
Figure 3.6 shows an example.

Figure 3.6: Frequency-sweep input and response example.
One of the advantages of using frequency-sweep signal as test input is that
the power spectral density has a very uniform distribution, which represents the
excitation amplitude over the frequency range is about the same. In addition, the
time history response is centered from a point, usually close to trim point. This is
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particularly important because at the end, obtaining a single input single output
(SISO) system model is the goal, and the system is best to be linearized around
trim. Furthermore, the frequency range can be designed and strictly controlled
through the test, where no frequency content will be missing.
A relatively easy way to do flight test with frequency-sweep input is to trim the
vehicle with human pilot, then use a computer to generate the frequency-sweep
input and inject the input into the system. The injected signals will be added onto
the existing pilot’s command. Note that the computer-generated signals must be
injected after the feedback controller to keep itself “clean”. Thus, the pilot and
the injected signals are both controlling the vehicle. However, the injected signals
will be given less control authority. A scale value K, is used to factor the injected
maximum amplitude down to a low percentage of the piloted maximum amplitude.
Therefore, the piloted control input can always overcome the injected input, which
will help the pilot to recover the vehicle for safety reasons.
δT otal = KδInjected + δP iloted
Although the total input signals received by the system may not be a pure sinusoidal curve centered around the trim, the flight test data is usually good enough
as long as the piloted input and injected signals are well separated in the frequency
spectrum.
By referring to Tischler’s Aircraft and rotorcraft system identification [30], the
frequency-sweep test input signals is constructed. The following simple equation
represents the frequency-sweep signals:
δSweep = A sin θ(t)]
The δSweep represents the frequency-sweep signal. The term “A” controls the
amplitude of the sweep signal. As the vehicle is responding to the low frequency
inject signals, it generally cause the vehicle to fly in one direction for a relatively
long time. However, the size of the test room is limited. A fade-in function is
designed to slowly ramp up the amplitude at low frequency to avoid the IRIS+
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flying out of the test region. The amplitude variation is written as:
A=

t
Tf ade

(t < Tf ade

in )

(t ≥ Tf ade

in )

in

=1

The frequency of the sweep signal is controlled by θ(t), where:
θ(t) =

Z Trec

ω(t)dt

o

and the ω progression is given by:
ω(t) = ωmin + K(ωmax − ωmin )
K = C2 [eC1 t/Trec − 1]
The Trec is the recorded time length, and the ωmin and ωmax defines the minimum
and maximum frequency that wants to be captured. The typical recording time
for rotorcraft are close to 90 seconds. A ωmin = 0.1rad/s and ωmax = 12rad/s
is suitable for the IRIS+. Tischler mentioned in the book [30] that the value C1
and C2 are usually given as 4.0 and 00187 for a widely range of applications. By
using those equations, the exponentially increasing sweep frequency can ensure
that more time is spent at the lower frequencies (longer characteristic periods) and
less time at the higher frequencies (shorter characteristic periods).

3.4 Conducting flight test
Performing frequency system identification test requires flight test data with both
pilot’s input and vehicle’s response. It is also very important to keep both data
to be synchronized with the same time history. To accomplish this goal, a ground
station software package was developed for helping the pilot fly the quadrotor and
record the flight data. The ground station software takes the pilot’s commands
and prepares the frequency-sweep signals, then packs the command message and
sends it to the IRIS+. It also reads the IRIS+ position and attitude from the
Vicon host PC, and records all of the synchronized data together for analysis.
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Although there are many ways to fly the system ID task and record the test
data, the ground station approach becomes the choice because it can provide the
best test result for many reasons. First, although the IRIS+ has its own onboard
data logger that can record the vehicle’s velocity and attitude, those velocity and
attitude information are estimated from onboard data fusion algorithms. The onboard system cannot accurately estimate velocity and position without GPS, while
the Vicon motion capture system is the ideal system to provide vehicle position
data, the velocity of the vehicle can also be obtained by differentiating and filtering
the positions. The attitude estimates on the on-board system are also prone to
drift without GPS. The raw data used by the estimation algorithm is from low
cost Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and generally the raw readings from it are
very noisy. Furthermore, the onboard sensor readings are usually affected by the
environment such as local magnetic field and local temperature, the readings may
tend to drift over time. (An example shown in Figure 3.7) On the other hand, the
Vicon motion capture system runs with a user defined initial frame, the cameras
constantly observe the locations of the markers that are installed on the IRIS+,
relative to the cameras, and the data can be treated as direct measurements. Most
of the time, the Vicon measurements are closer to the reality. Using the motion
capture system can maximize the accuracy of getting the vehicle response, thus
the onboard estimates are not used.
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Figure 3.7: Onboard Estimation and Vicon measurements comparison.
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In addition, the frequency-sweep commands are best to be generated by a computer automated program. Although human pilots can still fly rotorcraft with
sweep commands, especially for large-scale helicopters, it is too difficult to manage controlling the quadrotor inside of the motion capture lab and performing
frequency-sweep tests together. The ground station can be developed in a such
way that the pilot only controls the aircraft to avoid going into the walls, but the
automated signals can be added onto the pilot’s input. By giving proper authority
to the injected signals, the pilot can ensure the test safety while the frequencysweep signals remain very clean. For the test setup, the pilot input is taken from a
USB joystick controller, and the automated signals are injected into the commands
before sending to the IRIS+. Sample test input signals are shown in Figure 3.8

Figure 3.8: Example of piloted, injected, and combined signals.
Furthermore, since both sending commands and receiving motion capture measurements can be done on the same computer, it is easy to synchronize both data
with the same time history. An external timer program can be used to enforce all
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the ground station software are running close to real-time, i.e. every time-step is
exactly the same. The evenly spaced test data in time history is a requirement for
CIFER software, and it is also a preferred choice for control systems.
The ground software package was developed with Robot Operating System
(ROS) on a Linux computer. This framework is developed to support easy development for complicated modular robot software packages. With ROS environment,
a single program can be developed as a node and every node can be executed separately. One advantage for using ROS is that the environment is highly modular
and the communication between each node is very easy to be managed. ROS
nodes wrap data inside of ROS messages and publish the messages over the ROS
network. Every ROS node in the same network can subscribe to the message and
obtain the data. There are also some tools and graphical user interface in ROS to
be used to effectively monitoring the data flow.
The following diagram in Figure 3.9 shows a complete system flowchart of the
ROS ground station. Note the bold RC,Vicon,bin denotes the message type.

Figure 3.9: Ground station data flow diagram.
The timer node is the clock of the whole system. It generates time messages at
a fixed frequency, and those time messages will trigger other nodes. The green
nodes “input2” is the automated input generator. The ground station software
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also includes three open source packages, which are used to serve the low-level
operations. The “vicon bridge” package is used to pull data from the Vicon host
computer. The “joy” package is a USB joystick driver for ROS. The serial communication to the 3DR radio is supported by “roscopter” package. This package
subscribes to the ROS messages, encode the data into an open-source communication protocol called “MAVLINK” and sends the MAVLINK message to the serial
port, which is connected to the USB 3DR Radio. This roscopter node can also
receive messages from the IRIS+. However, to limit the computing and communicating resources that it uses, that feature can be disabled. Two of the light-green
nodes, “Joystick dealer” and “V icon dealer” process the data and send them
to the controller as well as message handler. Most of the messages will be sent
to the “M essage handler” node and recomposed into a single message, then the
message will be sent to the “Bag Recorder” and “Plotter” nodes.
Notice that in the diagram, the controller passes all the control command directly with a factor to scale down the amount of maximum allowed attitude that
can be commanded to the quadrotor. The maximum pitch and roll attitude commands are limited to 15-degree to prevent aggressive maneuver with fast velocities.
The computer-automated signals are injected at this location. This controller was
replaced by other controllers with different forms, which will be discussed later.

3.5 Test data and result
With the help of ground station, multiple frequency-sweep flight tests were conducted for different axes. One set of the flight test input and vehicle response are
shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11
The recorded data was then sent to the CIFER software for further analysis.
The vehicle response was converted into frequency domain and fit the constructed
state space system. Figure 3.12 [33] shows an example of the frequency response
comparison of the fitted model estimates and the flight data in longitudinal axis.
The estimated model parameters are shown in the following Table 3.1. The subscripts −long, −lat and −yaw denotes the estimated values for different axes.
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(b) Pitch axis frequency-sweep test

(a) Roll axis frequency-sweep test

Figure 3.10: Roll and pitch axes flight test data

(a) Yaw axis frequency-sweep test

(b) Vertical axis frequency-sweep test

Figure 3.11: Yaw and vertical axes flight test data
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Model Parameter: State Matrix
Xu
−g
KP −long
KI−long
KD−long
Yv
g
KP −lat
KI−lat
KD−lat
Nr − KP −yaw
KI−yaw
Zw

Estimate
-0.1081
-32.5130
10.9310
1.235
6.880
-0.1180
32.033
20.639
1.235
6.411
5.99
23.8545
-0.46

Model Parameter: Input Matrix
KP −long
KI−long
KD−long
KP −lat
KI−lat
KD−lat
KP −yaw
Zdel

Estimate
0.0069518
0.001443
0.0053854
0.016275
0.0040072
0.0039974
4.2408
0.021

Model Parameter
Time Delay
τlong
τlat

Estimate
(s)
0.175
0.156

Table 3.1: Identified Parameter Estimates for IRIS+ [3].
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Figure 3.12: Frequency response of velocity to longitudinal input [2].
The IRIS+ system model for vehicle longitudinal and lateral dynamics will be
further used for controller design. To verify the quality of the identified system
model, a linear simulation was built in MATLAB. The simulation takes the flight
test input and takes out the trim value to get the perturbation input. The perturbation input is then injected into the system model, the output response is
compared with the flight data.
Doublet flight tests were used to examine and verify the identified model. The
comparison results in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 show that the model response
is very close to the real vehicle response. Note that during the flight test, there
might be some disturbance from the environment, and the vehicle may not be
perfectly trimmed. The velocity response comparison shows more difference than
the attitude response comparison. However, this is expected since the error in the
attitude response model estimates is getting integrated for the velocity model. The
inaccurate attitude response in the simulation will be further magnified to create
velocity discrepancy.
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(b) θ response comparison.

(a) φ response

Figure 3.13: Attitude response comparison between identified model and flight
test.

(b) u response comparison.

(a) v response

Figure 3.14: Velocity response comparison between identified model and flight test.
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Chapter 4 |
Controller Design
Although the IRIS+ already has a selection of controllers that help the pilot to
accomplish different tasks, most of them rely on GPS positions and velocities as
feedback. During indoor flights, most of the GPS signals will be blocked by the
building and the IRIS+ will not be able to fly with the velocity loop closed. With
the help of the Vicon motion capture system, position, and attitude information
of the vehicle from motion tracking cameras becomes available. The focus of this
chapter is to present the considerations of designing outer loop controllers that use
information from Vicon motion capture system as feedback to control the IRIS+
flying indoors safely and precisely.
As demonstrated in the last chapter, the model of the IRIS+ quadrotor with
linearized inner-loop controllers was identified. Using this model and MATLAB
sisotool, a velocity controller was designed using the classical Root Locus method.
The controller allows the IRIS+ to follow the pilot’s velocity command during the
flight. In addition, a dynamics inversion controller was designed for the IRIS+
to track velocity commands and hold positions. The gains of the controllers were
selected and the controllers were verified by MATLAB simulations.

4.1 Background
4.1.1 PixHawk autopilot board
The IRIS+ quadrotor has an on-board autopilot controller board called PixHawk
[22], which is manufactured by 3D Robotics. It has a 32-bit ARM Cortex M4
processor that runs on an embedded system. A very efficient operating system,
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Nuttx, is being used to keep the system running in real-time. A USB port is
provided by the PixHawk board for flashing onboard software as well as serial
communication. The PixHawk board is compatible with both ArduPilot and PX4
Flight Stack flight control software.
In addition, the PixHawk is equipped with multiple on-board sensors. Those
sensors include an IMU with an ST Micro 3-axis gyroscope, accelerometer, a magnetometer as well as a MEAS barometer. Both gyroscope and accelerometer have
a redundant Invensense MPU sensor. With modular design philosophy, PixHawk
has many interface ports for different power units, servos, GPS, radio communications, micro SD cards and other accessories. It has only 38 grams of weight and a
small size of 81.5mm x 50mm x 15.5mm. The PixHawk board is one of the most
popular autopilot hardware for small aircraft.

Figure 4.1: 3DR PixHawk autopilot module.

4.1.2 ArduPilot flight control software
ArduPilot [23] is an open-source autopilot software package that runs on embedded
systems such as PixHawk board. The ArduPilot software is developed and constantly updated by a group of professional engineers since 2012. It can be used for
controlling a variety of vehicles, including aircraft, ground vehicles and ship/underwater vehicles. With many well-developed autonomous features, the ArduPilot
software has been widely used by large corporations, OEM UAV manufactures,
researchers, college students and RC model enthusiasts.
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4.1.2.1

ArduCopter flight control software

For different types of vehicles, ArduPilot software provides a subset of software
for those more specific applications. The ArduCopter subset is the flight control
software for quadrotors, helicopters, and other rotorcraft. It is also the default
autopilot software for 3DR IRIS+. It manages the state machine, sensor fusion,
controls, and communications. Most of the tasks are running in real-time at different frequencies ranging from less than 100 Hz to 1000 Hz.
The state machine is the control logic that set the state of the vehicle, which
switches the algorithms that will be used to control the IRIS+. With different
readings from the sensors and pilot’s inputs, the IRIS will configure itself a state,
such as “On Ground”, “No GPS” or “Armed”, to enable or disable some functions
or change some parameter values. Using the information from state machine,
the on-board estimators will fuse the data that come from different sensors and
compute the vehicle’s position, velocity, attitude, and angular rate. Then, the
controller will take pilot’s input and use vehicle states as feedback to compute the
required forces and moments to achieve pilot’s command. The required forces and
moments will be mapped into PWM signals, and this output from the controller will
then pass the mixing matrix and becomes 4 individual PWM commands. Finally,
the PWM commands will be sent to the electronic speed controllers (ESC) to
regulate the rotor RPMs.

Figure 4.2: ArduCopter FCS structure.
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4.1.2.2

Flight Modes

Depending on the pilot’s skill level and tasks, ArduCopter provides a selection of
flight modes. The most commonly used flight modes are: Stabilize Mode (STAB),
Altitude Hold Mode (AltHold), Loiter Mode and Autonomous Mode(AUTO). Although Loiter and AUTO mode can provide more advanced flight features, those
two modes rely on GPS for velocity and position feedback. However, GPS single
has poor coverage inside of the building, thus only STAB and AltHold modes are
used for this research. Table 4.1 compares the difference in each flight modes.
Mode
Name
Stabilized
(STAB)
Altitude
Hold
(AltHold)

Input/Response
Type
Roll/Pitch: ACAH
Yaw: RCAH
Throttle: Direct RPM Control
Roll/Pitch: ACAH
Yaw: RCAH
Throttle: VZ Command + Altitude Hold

Loiter

Roll/Pitch: TRC + PosHold
Yaw: RCAH
Throttle: VZ Command + Altitude Hold

AUTO

Fully Autonomous

Required
Sensor
Accelerometer
Gyroscope
Magnetometer
Accelerometer
Gyroscope
Magnetometer
Barometer
Accelerometer
Gyroscope
Magnetometer
Barometer, GPS
Accelerometer
Gyroscope, GPS
Magnetometer
Barometer, GPS

Table 4.1: ArduCopter Flight Mode
Stabilize Mode is the most fundamental flight mode on ArduCopter. It allows
the pilot to control the roll and pitch attitude of the IRIS+ quadrotor directly.
With constant pilot input, the onboard controller automatically holds the vehicle
attitude. Pilot’s throttle commands control the average rotor RPM, which contributes to the total thrust provided by the propellers. When the pilot changes the
throttle input, the quadrotor will accelerate or decelerate due to unbalanced forces
in the vertical axis. Usually when the STAB mode is being used, the pilot will
need to regulate the throttle frequently to maintain a desired altitude. The yaw
input controls the rate of change of heading. When the vehicle is flying with the
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stabilize mode, the heading of the vehicle will be maintained once the yaw stick
is released to the middle. For constant yaw input, the rate of change in heading
remains constant.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the attitude change will allow the quad-rotor to
accelerate towards the related axis, then the IRIS+ will start gaining velocity. This
allows the pilot to maneuver the IRIS+. However, when the attitude of the vehicle
is changed, the lift force vector is also tilted, resulting an unbalanced vertical total
force, which will cause the vehicle to descend. In stabilize mode, the autopilots
automatically adjust the throttle to help the pilot compensate the loss of lift due
to the attitude change.
To make the quadrotor easier to fly, an Altitude Hold Mode (AltHold) is included in the ArduCopter to help the pilot maintain the altitude of the vehicle.
When the AltHold mode is selected, the throttle is automatically controlled, and
the vehicle altitude will be held if the throttle stick is between the 40 to 60 percent
of the stick position. If the throttle is beyond 60 percent or below 40 percent,
the pilot’s throttle input becomes vertical velocity command. A full throttle (100
percent), in this case, will command the IRIS+ to gain a 2.5 m/s climb. While
other controls remain the same as stabilize mode, this AltHold mode allows the
pilot to fly the quadrotor without constantly regulating the throttle. For most of
the indoor flight, AltHold becomes the first choice.
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4.1.3 Control system setup
The goal is to fly the IRIS+ inside of the motion capture lab and let the quadrotor
to maneuver to any space that is covered by the motion tracking cameras with
high precision. With the help of onboard controllers that control the attitude and
vertical velocity, outer-loop feedback controllers are designed to help the pilot fly
the IRIS+ with desired speed. The controller should allow aggressive maneuvers
for more than five meters per second speed within limited space, at the same
time the IRIS+ should be easy and safely to fly. In addition, using the position
information that obtained by the motion cameras as feedback, the controller should
be able to control the IRIS+ to reach desired position and hold the position. The
position hold function should enable the aircraft very good disturbance rejection
capabilities against gust wind.
Although flying the quadrotor inside of a limited indoor space is not an easy
task, our goal is to design a controller that allows an in-experienced pilot to maneuver the IRIS+ with low speed, inside of the motion capture lab. The controller
should remove pilot’s compensation for attitudes, thus the pilot’s workload can
be greatly reduced, the pilot can better focus on the flight tasks. In order to
gather repeatable data, the controller should be able to help the pilot to hold a
desired position precisely. Translational rate control (TRC) is usually used on
rotorcraft control system, which involves controlling vehicle’s forward and side
velocities [34]. Handling quality requirements for TRC systems suggest that the
design should comprise an inner Attitude Command Attitude Hold(ACAH) loop,
with TRC control as an outer loop. The outer loop controller generates attitude
commands that will allow the aircraft hold or achieve desired velocity.
A model-based outer loop TRC controller was designed and implemented for
this study. It operates on a ground station computer, using the measured vehicle states from Vicon motion capture system as feedback. The controller receives
vehicle position and attitude information, and it estimates the vehicle’s velocities
using a first-order low-pass filter. The vehicle’s yaw attitude was used for coordinate transformations. The controller takes pilot’s input from a USB joystick,
calculate the desired vehicle response using command filters. The commands then
will be compared to the feedback signal, and the error is compensated to generated control inputs. The control input signals are in PWM format, which will be
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decoded back into the attitude command on the PixHawk autopilot. In addition,
on the PixHawk board, there is a deadband on each channel, centered around trim
to help the pilot fly the IRIS+. However, the deadband will degrade the performance of the outer loop controller, thus, an inverse deadband is used to cancel the
deadband on the PixHawk, before the PWM commands to be sent to the IRIS+.
Again, MAVLINK protocol is used and the commands are packed inside of “RC
COMMAND OVERRIDE” messages. The messages are sent to the IRIS+ using
a serial 3DR radio telemetry module.
The outer loop controller needs to work together with the onboard inner loop
controller, where the attitude commands will be followed. The inner loop controller
needs to have an Attitude Command Attitude Hold response type, where it can
hold IRIS+ attitude for trim without pilot’s control input. The STAB mode and
AltHold mode were used for this study. AltHold mode was firstly used to keep the
system simple, by taking advantage of the onboard vertical axis controller. The
ground station feedback controller will generate pitch and roll attitude commands,
using the stick input. In vertical axis, the pilot controls the vertical velocity
directly, and the AltHold mode helps the IRIS+ to hover when the stick position
is between +/- 10 % from the trim. The yaw axis control follows the onboard rate
command / heading hold response. No additional compensation was introduced
in yaw axis, a mapping was created for the ground station controller so that the
IRIS+ flies the same way using the joystick, as compared to using RC transmitter.
A series of features has been introduced to the system to ensure the safety.
The pilot can arm/disarm the IRIS+ rotors by using the buttons on the joystick.
Since the outer loop controller takes measurements from Vicon motion capture
system, the feedback states can go wrong if the there’s bad data or data dropout
from the motion capture system. The wrong feedback states can sometimes drive
the IRIS+ to an extreme attitude. To solve this problem and help the pilot to
save the aircraft, the trigger button on the joystick is assigned to be the switch to
give the pilot direct attitude control of the IRIS+. Therefore, the pilot can switch
on/off the outer loop controller instantly during the flight. The direct attitude
mode has more control authority, thus it can help the pilot to save the aircraft
from an aggressive maneuver. However, all the ground station messages are sent
to the IRIS+ using the 3DR radio. In case of bad communication, an emergency
safety switch on the RC transmitter is also used to release the control back to the
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RC transmitter and disarm the motors.

Figure 4.3: TRC Controller System setup.
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4.2 Translational Rate Control
TRC flight control is a popular control method used for flying a rotorcraft, especially for quadrotors, where the pilot does not control the attitude of the rotorcraft
directly. Instead, the pilot’s stick input commands the vehicles horizontal velocity
in corresponding axis [34]. In this case, a forward stick input will always generate
a forward velocity command pointing to the nose of the IRIS+, regardless of the
direction of the vehicle’s heading. The system is designed to track the pilot’s velocity command quickly and accurately. The vehicle should only perform the velocity
change in the commanded axis and the cross axes motion should be minimized.
The vehicle’s velocity estimate is taken by differentiating the measured position
from the Vicon motion capture system. The velocity estimate passes a first-order
low-pass filter before used by the feedback outer loop controller. The outer loop is
closed off-board, running on a Linux based ground station computer.
The Vicon system provides direct measurements of the vehicle’s x, y, z positions.
The position measurements are passed through a first-order filtered differentiator,
s
, for velocity estimation. It is important to point out that the measurements
τ s+1
are taken from an inertial frame defined by Vicon software, which is fixed relative
to the way that the motion cameras are calibrated. However, the pilot’s commands
are given in the quadrotor’s heading frame, where the forward direction is based on
the current heading of the vehicle. Therefore, the control compensation in vehicle’s
roll and pitch attitude must follow the vehicle’s heading frame and the feedback
error needs to be converted into the heading frame, too. A simple transformation
between the two frames will be performed before the measurements and estimates
are sent to the controller’s feedback look. For example, transformation of the
velocities from inertial to vehicle heading frame is given by:










uhf   cos ψ sin ψ 0  uI 

 hf 

 
 v  = − sin ψ cos ψ 0  v I 



 
whf
0
0
1 wI
The superscripts hf and I indicate heading frame and inertial frame, respectively.
Vehicle’s heading, ψ is measured by the Vicon motion capture system, with respect
to the inertial frame. The vertical component is identical between the 2 frames,
thus the superscript will be dropped for the vertical components, and the trans43

formation matrix Thf /I is reduced to two-dimensional. The inverse transformation
uses the transpose of the matrix, which is denoted by TI/hf .








cos ψ − sin ψ 
TI/hf = 
sin ψ cos ψ

cos ψ sin ψ 
Thf /I = 
− sin ψ cos ψ

Two different TRC controllers were designed using different methodologies to
achieve similar functionality. First, a model-based controller was developed using
the identified vehicle linear model transfer functions. The controller wraps an
outer-loop around the onboard autopilot with AltHold mode, and the vertical
axis control was done using the onboard controller. Later, a dynamic inversion
controller was designed with simplified vehicle dynamics. The controller assumes
perfect attitude response and uses the STAB mode as inner loop controller. The
roll, pitch and vertical axes are all controlled by the ground-based controller using
feedback from the Vicon system. In addition, this controller was designed to hold
vehicle position. Since the controllers use different aspects of the control theory,
the work of controller design and implementation are presented separately.

4.2.1 Model-Based Controller Design
The design of this controller is based on classical method using a simplified vehicle
model where:
u̇hf = Xu uhf − gθ
v̇ hf = Yv v hf + gφ
Notice that the velocities are in the vehicle heading frame, denoted as superscript
“hf ”. The Xu and Yv terms represents vehicle velocity damping. By inverting the
dynamics of the system model and apply feedback linearization, the control law
yields:
Z
1
θcmd = − (∆u̇hf + KP,θ ∆uhf + KI,θ ∆uhf dt − Xu uhf )
g
Z
1
hf
hf
φcmd = (∆v̇ + KP,φ ∆v + KI,φ ∆v hf dt − Yv v hf )
g
In the previous system identification process, the vehicle model has been determined, the vehicle velocity damping term Xu , and Yv has been given by CIFER.
Since the damping terms for Xu , Yv are small, and usually the aircraft is flying with
small translational velocities, those damping terms are removed from the controller
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to further simplify the control law. Thus, the further simplified control law will
only have the feed forward acceleration command and a PI compensator acting on
the feedback error of velocities and integration of the velocities.
Z
1
hf
+
K
∆u
+
K
∆uhf dt)
θcmd = − (∆u̇hf
P,θ
I,θ
cmd
g
Z
1
hf
hf
φcmd = (∆v̇cmd + KP,φ ∆v + KI,φ ∆v hf dt)
g

The feed forward term and the velocity commands come from a first order
command filter.
uhf
1
cmd
=
hf
τs + 1
uinput
u̇hf
cmd
=
uhf
input

s
τs + 1

Here only the longitudinal signals are shown as example, the lateral signals were
generated using the similar transfer functions. The “input” subscription denotes
the value is from pilot’s stick input. Both input and command signals are in the
heading frame. The filter takes the velocity commands from the pilot’s stick input,
low passes the signal and differentiates the signal to get the u̇ command. The time
constant τ was selected as 0.7.

Figure 4.4: Command Filter
The attitude commands φcmd and θcmd are mapped into PWM signals, which
is an inversion of the PWM to attitude commands mapping on the ArduCopter
onboard controller. Since there exist a deadband on the ArduCopter when the
PWM signal is converted to command signals. A reverse deadband is applied to
negate it, before the PWM signals are sent to the IRIS+. For example, the onboard
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Figure 4.5: TRC controller block diagram
pitch attitude mapping follows the general equation:
θcmd = θmax ×

P W M input − (P W M bias + / − P W M deadband )
|P W M max/min,pitch − (P W M bias + / − P W M deadband )|

Where θmax , P W M max,pitch , P W M bias , P W M min,pitch , P W M deadband are configurable parameters for the ArduCopter autopilot. The θmax term represents the
maximum allowed pitch angle. The P W M max,pitch , P W M bias and P W M min,pitch
are defined when the ArduCopter autopilot performs RC calibration. The term
P W M max,pitch and P W M min,pitch represent the upper and lower limits for the
PWM value that will be accepted by the autopilot. P W M bias is the PWM value
when the stick is released to the trim point. The P W M deadband is the width of
the deadband. The term “P W M bias + / − P W M deadband ” represents the upper or
lower limit of the trim range. Depending on the value of P W M input , a percentP W M input −(P W M bias +/−P W M deadband )
, which will be
age will be calculated by |P W M max/min,pitch
−(P W M bias +/−P W M deadband )|
multiplied by the maximum angle to form a positive or negative attitude command.
To convert the attitude command into PWM signal and cancel the deadband,
the following equation is used:
∆cmd

=

θcmd
× |P W M max/min,pitch − (P W M bias + / − P W M deadband )|
θmax

P W M cmd = ∆cmd

+ (P W M bias + / − P W M deadband )
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cmd
The term θθmax
will give a percentage which is then mapped into the PWM range.
Finally, the trim bias is added to the command. It is important to use the same
parameters on both sides of the loop(ArduCopter and ground station). Those
parameter values are shown below, notice that the thrust bias has 2 different
values for STAB or AltHold mode, more information will be provided later.

Figure 4.6: TRC controller data flow

Parameter
P W M max,Roll
P W M min,Roll
P W M bias,Roll
P W M max,P itch
P W M min,P itch
P W M bias,P itch
P W M max,T hrust
P W M min,T hrust
P W M bias,T hrust
P W M bias,T hrust
P W M max,Y aw
P W M min,Y aw
P W M bias,Y aw
P W M deadband
φmax
θmax
ψ̇max
wmax

Value
2015
999
1503
2016
992
1508
2016
1000
1505(AltHold)
1328(STAB)
2016
992
1505
30
30 deg
30 deg
180 deg/s
2.5 m/s

Table 4.2: PWM Parameter Configuration for IRIS+
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4.2.2 Gain Tuning
The controller gains are tuned by using the classical Root Locus method with
the vehicle linear model which was developed using the frequency-domain system
identification. As described in the previous chapter, the dynamic model of the
IRIS+ quadrotor was linearized near the hover trim condition. The model’s accuracy has been verified with time domain flight response. Linear analysis was then
performed to characterize the model of the IRIS+. Using the identified model
estimates, transfer functions for both longitudinal and lateral axes were obtained.
Using the MATLAB sisotool, the Root Locus for the closed-loop transfer function
was plotted. Gains were selected based to maintain the stability of the closed-loop
system as well achieve relatively fast response and adequate damping. The tuned
gains were test in a MATLAB/Simulink simulation before they were implemented
on the aircraft controller.
Recall the system longitudinal and lateral model follows the general state space
representation:
ẋ = Ax + Bu
ẏ = Cx + Du
Where the state variables x represent the vehicle states and the control variable
u represent the input to the system. In the identified system model, the state
variables are the pitch/roll attitudes θ and φ, as well as the vehicle’s longitudinal and lateral velocities, u and v. The control variables are the pilot’s attitude
commands, θcmd and φcmd . The vehicle’s state matrix A, and input matrix B are
identified using the frequency response method with CIFER software. Thus, the
longitudinal and lateral dynamics are [3]:
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In the state matrix, the term Xθ and Yφ represent the gravity of Earth, −g and
g. To better fit the model, the gravitational constant g is from the identification.
The CIFER software uses English units, thus the value of −Xθ and Yφ are close
to 32.17 f t/s2 . The vehicle rotational damping term Mq and Lp are usually small,
compared to the damping induced by the on-board feedback controller. It is not a
bad practice to remove them from the system dynamics model, to further simplify
the design of the controller.
Although the focus is the response of vehicle velocity u and v from the attitude
command θcmd and φcmd , the x2 and x3 states are necessary to correctly model the
attitude dynamics of the aircraft. The attitude dynamics are inherently 2nd order
(two states) since attitude response involves integration of the moment for rate,
and then integration of the rate for attitude. The additional x3 state is included
due to the integrator compensation on the attitude. Substituting the values from
the table 4.6, the state matrix A and input matrix B for the longitudinal and
lateral dynamics become:


Along



−0.1081 −32.513 0 0




0
−6.88 1 0


=


0
−10.931 0 1


0
−1.235 0 0



,
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Alat

−0.1180 32.033 0



0
−6.411 1
=


0
−20.639 0

0
−1.235 0



0

0


1

0



Blong





0




0.0053854


=

0.0069518


0.001443

,

Blat



0




0.0039974


=

 0.016275 


0.0040072

With vehicle velocity response as output, the output matrix C can be defined
as:



Clong/lat



0.3048



 0 


=

 0 


0

Notice that the first term 0.3048 is the unit convention between ft/s to m/s. There
is no direct feedthrough from the input to the actuators, therefore, the D matrix
is 0.
From the longitudinal and lateral state space system representation, transfer
functions for attitude command and velocity response are extracted. The model
time delay is also included, by multiplying an “e−τ s ” to the equation. The vehicle model is linearized around the hover trim flight condition, thus the attitude
command is a δθcmd /φcmd perturbation. The transfer functions are:
∆u
−0.05337s2 − 0.06889s − 0.0143
× e−0.175s
= 4
δθcmd
s + 6.988s3 + 11.67s2 + 2.417s + 0.1335
∆v
0.03903s2 + 0.1589s + 0.03912
= 4
× e−0.156s
3
2
δφcmd
s + 6.529s + 21.4s + 3.67s + 0.1457
Or in zero-pole-gain form:
∆u
−0.044801(s + 1.031)(s + 0.2599)
=
× e−0.175s
δθcmd
(s + 4.524)(s + 2.234)(s + 0.1222)(s + 0.1081)
∆v
0.033392(s + 3.808)(s + 0.2632)
=
× e−0.156s
δφcmd
(s + 0.118)(s + 0.06098)(s2 + 6.35s + 20.25)
Notice that the poles for the transfer functions are all negative, indicating
that both of the systems are stable. The MATLAB sisotool provide the feature
to preview the closed-loop system Root Locus with different loop architecture and
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gain configurations. Although the feed forward term is not in the loop, the sisotool
can be used to select loop gains for the feedback part, where:
θcmd,f eedback
φcmd,f eedback

Z
1
= − (KP,θ ∆u + KI,θ ∆udt)
g
Z
1
= (KP,φ ∆v + KI,φ ∆vdt)
g

In the sisotool, an integrator 1s and a real zero (s + z) are multiplied together
and added to the loop transfer function to form a PI compensator, where KI
becomes the loop gain K and KP = z ∗ K. Both loop gain and the location of the
real zero can be adjusted to obtain desired closed-loop dynamics. Recall that from
the quadrotor dynamics from Chapter 3, a negative pitch attitude drives a forward
acceleration. Thus, a negative gain is needed, the close-loop pole is forced to go
towards negative direction of the real axis. By introducing the PI compensator
into the loop with negative gains, the system remains stable, but faster dynamics
is achieved by having the conjugate pair of poles.

Figure 4.7: Longitudinal axis Root locus with design requirements
Since it is undesired to have oscillation when the vehicle is tracking the velocity
command, the closed-loop system velocity response is designed to have minimum
overshoot. Therefore, a set of gains with high damping ζ is desired. The design
requirement is set that the minimum damping for the outer loop dynamics is 0.92.
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In addition, inner loop dynamics also needs high damping ratio to avoid oscillation
in vehicle’s attitude, which can be quite confusing to the pilot when flying the
IRIS+ indoors. Thus, a 0.8 damping requirement is also included. Figure 4.7
show the design requirements for the Root Locus and the actual pole placement.
By analyzing the design requirements, the natural frequency of oscillation ωn needs
to be set around 0.4 to achieve the inner loop requirement.
By selecting the KP as -184 and KI as -12.9, the closed-loop system is highly
damped but faster enough to track pilot’s command. However, the gain KP and
KI here are only the loop gains, where they follow:
θcmd,f eedback = KP ∆u + KI

Z

∆udt

Combined with previous equation, the proportional gain and integral gain for the
feedback loops are:
KP,θ = −gKP = −9.8 × −184 = 1803.2
KI,θ = −gKI = −9.8 × −13 = 127.4
Similar approach is applied to the lateral dynamics model, the gains and closedloop system characteristics are listed in the following table 4.3
KP,θ
KI,θ
ζθ
ωn,θ
KP,φ
KI,φ
ζφ
ωn,φ

1803
127
0.996
0.4
1245
88
0.995
0.46

Table 4.3: PI controller parameters

4.2.2.1

TRC control simulation

A MATLAB Simulink non-linear simulation model is built to test the system response before the real implementation. The simulation model takes velocity perturbation commands as input, and the output is the velocity. The simulation model
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is taking advantage of the identified system. The signal transport delay, saturation
and deadband for control input are included. Furthermore, the conversion between
commanded attitudes and PWM commands is also included.
Recall the control law:
Z
1
hf
+
K
∆u
+
K
∆uhf dt)
θcmd = − (∆u̇hf
Pθ
Iθ
cmd
g
Z
1
hf
hf
φcmd = (∆v̇cmd + KP φ ∆v + KIφ ∆v hf dt)
g

The relationship between attitude commands θcmd , φcmd to δlong and δlat is that 30
degrees of maximum allowed pitch or roll attitude is mapped into a PWM range.
Although the parameters such as P W Mmax/min and P W Mbias are different for each
axis, generally, the value of |P W M max/min,pitch − (P W M bias + / − P W M deadband )|
is very similar for each axis. A gain KP W M is used to approximately represent this
mapping, where:
−θcmd,max

− −− >

P W M max,

θcmd,0

− −− >

P W M bias + / − P W M deadband

pitch

Therefore,

KP W M = |

P W M max,

− (P W M bias + / − P W M deadband )
| ≈ 16
(−θcmd, max − θcmd, 0 )

pitch

In addition, the attitude command θcmd and φcmd has a unit of radians. A unit
conversion of deg/rad is needed. Therefore, the PWM commands follows the equation:
P W M long = θcmd × −K P W M × deg/rad
P W M lat = φcmd × KP W M × deg/rad
And the new transfer functions become:
∆u
−0.044801(s + 1.031)(s + 0.2599)
1
=
×
∆P W M long
(s + 4.524)(s + 2.234)(s + 0.1222)(s + 0.1081) KP W M × deg/rad
∆v
0.033392(s + 3.808)(s + 0.2632)
1
=
×
2
∆P W M lat
(s + 0.118)(s + 0.06098)(s + 6.35s + 20.25) KP W M × deg/rad
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Notice that the gains KP,θ , KP,φ , KI,θ and KI,φ were tuned for the closed-loop
system δθ∆u and δφ∆v . With new transfer functions, the gains need to be updated
cmd
cmd
using the following equations:
KPθcmd
KP W M × deg/rad
KIθcmd
=
KP W M × deg/rad

KPP W M,long =
KIP W M,long

KPφcmd
KP W M × deg/rad
KIφcmd
=
KP W M × deg/rad

KPP W M,lat =
KIP W M,lat

Thus, the gains for the Simulink model are:
KPP W M,long
KIP W M,long
KPP W M,lat
KIP W M,lat

-1.957
-0.138
1.351
0.095

Table 4.4: Updated PI controller gains
The closed-loop simulation architecture diagram is shown below in Figure 4.8.
The δlong and δlat are the perturbation inputs in the units m/s. The system transfer
∆v
and ∆P W
. A saturation block is added to limit the
functions are ∆P W∆u
M long
M lat
PWM commands within the range of P W Mmax and P W Mmin .
The system simulation was implemented with MATLAB Simulink toolbox. A
unit step perturbation was used to test the controller and system response. The
simulation results (Figure 4.9) show that the gains were adequately selected, and
the simulated vehicle velocity response was fast and smooth.
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Figure 4.8: System simulation architecture

Figure 4.9: System simulation result with STEP input
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4.3 Dynamic inversion controller
In addition to the model-based TRC controller, an outer-loop dynamic inversion
controller with position hold control is designed, using the onboard inner loop
controllers. However, a precise altitude hold function is desired with the Vicon
motion capture system and the STAB mode is used. In STAB mode, the motor
RPM is directly controlled by the throttle stick command, with no feedback. Although it is hard for human pilot to fly the aircraft in this mode, it can achieve
faster response in the vertical axis. In addition, the outer loop feedback controller
can better regulate in this mode because the large deadband for the altitude hold
control is removed. Thus, in the new controller, the onboard autopilot system
remains unchanged, the roll/pitch axes are ACAH response type, and the heading
is RCAH response type. The controller calculates the desired attitude and the
desired thrust, the commands then get converted into PWM and pass the inverse
deadband. After that, the controller sends PWM signals to the onboard controller
to have the inner loop execute the commands of roll and pitch attitudes and the
collective thrust.
The system is designed to maneuver the IRIS+ quadrotor to any point covered
by the motion capture system and hold position with 0 velocity command. The
amount of the stick input will result in corresponding translational speed, and a
released stick will trigger the IRIS+ to hold its position. The system should be
reliable and easily operated by an inexperienced pilot. In addition, a “Go to Position” feature is developed to let the controller accept pre-entered position, which
usually is a “Home” location. The aircraft can go to the entered position reliably
and repeatedly with the pilot’s command. This “Go to Position” feature is particularly useful since some of the gust identification tests which require the IRIS+
vehicle to go to the same commanded position with different testing environments.
Similar to the model-based controller, the vehicle’s translational velocities are
obtained from the position differentiator and then transferred into the aircraft’s
heading frame. The pilot’s longitudinal and lateral stick input is used to obtain
feed forward acceleration command and velocity command. At the same time, the
velocity command is integrated as commanded position. A feedback control loop
is used to compensate the position error. To gain better performance, a feedback
loop of the integration of the position is introduced to achieve faster convergence.
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The vertical axis controller is similar to the translational controller, which will be
covered in the following section. The heading control is the same as the previous
controller, thus it will not be addressed again.

4.3.1 Dynamic inversion controller design
Dynamic inversion is a control design method that wraps a feedback linearization
loop around some internal dynamics [35]. The dynamic inversion controller is applied to the outer-loop while the inner loop is controlled by onboard controllers,
which is just the same as with the previous design. In addition, the control law
assumes instantaneous vehicle attitude response. There should be frequency separation occur between inner and outer loops. The math model for this control law
is the simplified kinematics relation between vehicle body acceleration and thrust
vector tilting. For this dynamic inversion controller, a simplified vehicle model is
used [2]:
u̇hf = Xu uhf − gθ
v̇ hf = Yv v hf + gφ
ẇ = Zw w + ZδT hrust (δT hrust − δT hrustbias )
By manipulating the model dynamics equation, the commanded attitude and collective command can be find as:
1
θcmd = − (u̇hf − Xu uhf )
g
1 hf
φcmd = (v̇ − Yv v hf )
g
1
δT hrust = δT hrustbias +
(ẇhf − Zw w)
ZδT hrust
However, the model is not ideal and there will be unmodeled disturbance during
the flight. Dynamic inversion [2] is applied to the simplified translation dynamics
model of the IRIS+. The compensation is applied to the error of the commanded
velocities and positions to the measured values. A proportional compensator is
used to the velocity error, and a PI compensator is used for the position to eliminate
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the steady-state error in position. Therefore, the control law is designed as:
Z
1
θcmd = − (u̇hf + KP,u ∆uhf + KP,x ∆xhf + KI,x ∆xhf dt − Xu uhf )
g
Z
1 hf
hf
hf
φcmd = (v̇ + KP,v ∆v + KP,y ∆y + KI,y ∆y hf dt − Yv v hf )
g
Z
1
δT hrust =
(ẇhf + KP,w ∆whf + KP,z ∆z hf + KI,z ∆z hf dt − Zw w)
ZδT hrust

+ δT hrustbias
In the previous system identification process, the vehicle model has been determined, the vehicle velocity damping term Xu , Yv and Zw , and the collective
sensitivity term Zdel has been given by CIFER. Since the damping terms for Xu ,
Yv are small, and usually the aircraft is flying with small translational velocities,
those damping terms are removed from the controller to further simplify the control law. However, the identified vertical damping term is significantly larger than
the other terms, it is important to keep it in the equation. Moreover, the sensitivity term Zw and the bias δT hrustbias are critical to keep the vertical axis controller
gain the desired performance.
Zw
Zdel
δT hrustbias

-0.46
0.021
1380

Table 4.5: Identified Parameter Estimates for IRIS+
Again, it is important to pay special attention to the different coordinate system
where the vehicle is commanded and vehicle’s horizontal position is measured. The
Vicon motion capture system only measures the aircraft’s position in the inertial
frame. However, the commanded position, which is the integration of the velocity
command, is in the vehicle’s heading frame. A transformation must be performed
before the two positions get compared, using the measured vehicle heading. In
the new controller, the pilot’s commanded position is firstly converted into the
inertial frame, thus the position error is calculated in the inertial frame. Then the
position error is transformed back into the vehicle heading frame and compensated
by the gain. Same rule applies to the integration of position. The following figures
demonstrate the controller block diagram for the horizontal and vertical axes.
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Figure 4.10: Dynamic Inversion controller block diagram.

Figure 4.11: Vertical axis controller block diagram.
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4.3.1.1

Error dynamics

One of the advantages of applying dynamic inversion to the outer-loop controller is
that the controlled response of the aircraft can be properly designed using the characteristics of error dynamics, within the actuators’ performance. The inner loop
controller can be assumed to track attitude commands with some perturbation,
denoted as δ( t), caused by modelling error and external disturbance. According to
the theory of dynamic inversion, the decay rate of the δ is controlled by a transfer
function where the characteristics of the transfer function can be fully designed
with frequency and damping parameters. For example, the longitudinal attitude
and commanded attitude can be described as:
θ = θcmd + δ(t)
Recall the longitudinal simplified dynamics equation:
u̇hf = Xu uhf − gθ
The equation of motion then can also be expressed as:
u̇hf = Xu uhf − g[θcmd + δ(t)]
Where:
θcmd

Z
1 hf
hf
hf
= − (u̇ + KP,u ∆u + KP,x ∆x + KI,x ∆xhf dt)
g

Since the IRIS will be operated at low speed and the drag is small, the Xu uhf is
removed from the equation. Now, substituting θcmd back into previous equation:
∆u̇hf + KP,u ∆uhf + KP,x ∆xhf + KI,x

Z

∆xhf dt = gδ(t)

Z

∆xhf dt = gδ(t)

Or
∆ẍ

hf

+ KP,u ∆ẋ

hf

+ KP,x ∆x

hf
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+ KI,x

Now, differentiate the equation from both sides to eliminate the integral. Then
take Laplace transformation:
...
∆ x hf + KP,u ∆ẍhf + KP,x ∆ẋhf + KI,x ∆xhf = gδ(t)
s3 + KP,u s2 + KP,x s + KI,x = gsδ(s)
The transfer function of the error dynamics then is:
s
∆x
(s) = g 3
δ
s + KP,u s2 + KP,x s + KI,x
The denominator of the characteristic equation is a third-order polynomial, which
can be factored as the product of a second-order polynomial and first-order polynomial, in other words, a complex pair of pole and a real valued pole. The coefficients
can be mapped into terms combined with frequency ωn and damping ratio ζ.
s
s
∆x
(s) = 3
=
δ
s + KP,u s2 + KP,x s + KI,x
(s2 + 2ζωn + ωn2 )(s + p)

KP,u = 2ζωn + p

KP,x = ωn2 + 2ζωn p

KI,x = ωn2 p

The bandwidth of the disturbance rejection of the controller is chosen by giving
a desired natural frequency term ωn . This natural frequency of the outer-loop
should be sufficiently smaller than the frequency of the inner-loop dynamics. The
dynamics damping is designed by selecting an appropriate ζ and the parameter
p shapes the behavior of the integral action. In general, ζ = 1 should result in
desired damping [2]. To have frequency separation between the outer position loop
and velocity loop, the integral parameter p usually needs to be at most 51 of the
natural frequency ωn . Unlike the longitudinal and lateral dynamics, where the
velocity changes rely on the change of attitude that cause by differential thrust,
the controlled rotor RPM directly changes the vertical acceleration and then the
vertical velocity. Therefore, the vertical dynamics is much faster than the ones
in longitudinal and lateral axes, a higher bandwidth gives more room for higher
gains.
Due to modelling error introduced by the various assumptions made in the de61

sign, during the later flight test, lightly damped vehicle response was observed but
ωn = 0.5, which is similar to the previous controller’s outer loop natural frequency,
showed fast tracking performance. Thus, the damping ratio was increased to 1.2 to
overcome the lightly damped behavior but natural frequency remained unchanged.
By conducting a series of flight test, finally, the following gains are selected.
Axis
Longitudinal
/Lateral
Vertical

ωn
(rad/sec)
0.5
1.0

ζ
1.2

p
(rad/sec)
0.2

KP,velocity
(1/sec)
0.8325

KP,position
(1/sec2 )
1.95

KI,position
(1/sec3 )
0.084

1.0

0.2

1.4

2.2

0.2

Table 4.6: Selected controller parameters and gains
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Chapter 5 |
Controller Implementation and
Verification
5.1 Controller implementation

Figure 5.1: TRC control system setup diagram.
Shown in Figure 5.1, the TRC controller setup is very similar to the previous
system ID test system setup. The controller was coded into a TRC controler node
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in the ROS environment. This new controller node replaced the old direct pass
controller, and the signal injection function was removed.
Controlled by the timer node, the system is running at a fixed rate of 20Hz.
The velocity computation and the integrator control loop are regulated by the
fixed time step. However, noise of the velocities can be seen in flight data, due
to the differentiator applied to the position measurements from the Vicon system.
The radio downlink from IRIS+ was also turned off to enable maximum data
communication bandwidth. The velocity command is given by the joystick, and
the position and attitude information is measured by Vicon motion capture system.
Flight test data was recorded with the “Rosbag” tool, and the bagged file is then
converted into MATLAB readable .csv files to support analysis.

5.2 Model based controller verification
To test the performance of the model-based controller, different test input signals
were used during the flight. Step input is generally used for controller testing
purposes, however, the room size limits how far the IRIS+ can fly, and it is difficult
to reach steady state of the step response during the flight. Instead, pulse sequence
input with opposite directions was used first for both longitudinal and lateral axes
to test the performance. In addition, the test input was fed into the simulation
with the identified model and the controller. Figure 5.2 shows the comparison
of the commanded velocity, the vehicle response and the model response from
the simulation. Note that the commanded input (yellow) here is the stick input,
and the stick input was first sent into the first-order command filter before the
PI compensation. The results show that the IRIS+ responded quickly to the
pilot’s command, driven by the model-based controller. However, the longitudinal
velocity was close to the command, which didn’t quite reach the desired 1 m/s
velocity. Although the rise time was relatively short, but the settling time was
long. For lateral axis, the IRIS+ reached the desired velocity command and the
overshoot was smaller. Overall, the vehicle response was very close to the simulated
model response, but the actual vehicle response has less damping as the simulation.
Doublet inputs with different velocities were also used to test the controller.
Figure 5.3 compares the vehicle responses to different doublet inputs. The test
data shows that the IRIS+ responded well to the pilot’s command with the model64

(b) Lateral

(a) Longitudinal

Figure 5.2: TRC controller test verify
based controller. For the 0.5m/s and 2m/s cases, the IRIS+ could reach the pilot
commanded velocity. However, the IRIS+ didn’t accelerate fast enough to reach 5
m/s, but the pilot has to give the negative command to stop the IRIS+ from flying
out of the boundary. The response was overly sensitive and the piloting experience
was not as good as some smaller sensitivity. Tests have been done with different
sensitivities depending on the application, and 2 m/s is generally found to be a
good sensitivity to balance the vehicle maneuverability and easiness of control.
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(a) 0.5m/s Longitudinal

(b) 0.5m/s Lateral

(c) 2m/s Longitudinal

(d) 2m/s Lateral

(e) 5m/s Longitudinal

(f) 5m/s Lateral

Figure 5.3: Model based controller doublet input test
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The model based controller was also tested with pure yaw command to determine whether the controller can handle the change of heading with correct
coordinate transformation. From Figure 5.4, the IRIS+ yawed 360 degree with
the command but the lateral and longitudinal velocity remains close to zero. The
u and v error signals were handled correctly with the transformation matrix.

Figure 5.4: Vehicle response with pure yaw command.
It has been discovered that the altitude hold controller provided by the onboard
ArduCopter flight control software became unreliable in many cases. When flying
the IRIS+ with the AltHold mode, the onboard controller automatically increase
the throttle regarding to vehicle roll and pitch to compensate for the unbalanced
vertical forces. However, the IRIS+ experienced a noticeable drop of altitude when
the vehicle had a large pitch or roll attitude.(Shown in Figure 5.5) The onboard
altitude hold controller mainly uses barometer data for the altitude reference. The
problem might be that the barometer can be easily interfered by the rotor inflow
and usually the barometer senses altitude change slow and not very accurate.
The drop altitude effect becomes more obvious when the pitch or roll attitude
is larger and usually a large pitch attitude command can cause more altitude drop
than roll attitude command.(Shown in Figure 5.6) The performance of the onboard
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(a) u - θ - altitude

(b) v - φ - altitude

Figure 5.5: Altitude drop effect.
altitude hold controller did not meet the requirement of holding altitude while
maneuvering, and the outer-loop altitude hold controller was then implemented in
the dynamics inversion controller, results of which are in the next section.

5.3 Dynamics inversion controller verification
The dynamics inversion controller was implemented in the same way as the modelbased controller, the update was made by replacing the ROS controller node. The
new controller also uses the position and velocity message from the Vicon bridge
node as feedback and the output of the controller are PWM signals. For the
longitudinal and vertical axis, the position and velocity commands are converted
into the inertial frame to calculate the feedback error, then the error signals are
converted back into the vehicle heading frame to create vehicle roll and pitch
attitude commands. The vertical axis controller uses the Vicon measured vertical
position and velocity without frame transformation, the output thrust command
controls the average rotor RPM.
The controller was also tested with pulse sequence and doublet input to verify
the performance. For the longitudinal and lateral axes, the flight data was also
compared to the simulation. Figure 5.7 shows the vehicle response and the comparison between vehicle model simulation and flight data. The IRIS+ was able to
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Figure 5.6: Altitude drop caused by more aggressive maneuver.
follow the pilot velocity command accurately and rapidly. The vehicle response
has less damping than the simulation. Figure 5.8 shows the the response of the
IRIS+ to small and large velocity doublet inputs, the response of the IRIS+ using
the dynamics inversion controller is similar to the response using the model-based
controller. In general, the new controller enabled good maneuverability and precise
position hold.
In addition, the vertical axis controller is tested with doublet velocity commands. Figure 5.9 shows the responses of the IRIS+ due to small and large velocity commands. The commands were given by the joystick. The vertical axis
controller was also programmed with a +/- 10% deadband. The vertical velocity
command is 0 when the knob is within the deadband, and the IRIS+ will hold its
altitude. With the better measurement data of the vehicle’s altitude, the altitude
drift generated by barometer bias is removed. The new vertical axis controller can
better hold IRIS+’s altitude than the onboard altitude hold controller, especially
during the translational motion.In Figure 5.10, the controller helps the vehicle go
to different altitudes quickly. The altitude of the IRIS+ remains unchanged when
the IRIS+ was given fast u and v commands, for a long period of time.
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(a) Longitudinal

(b) Lateral

Figure 5.7: Dynamic inversion controller test verify
Combining the control of translational positions and vertical altitude hold, the
IRIS+ can be commanded to fly to any point in space that is covered by the motion
capture system. The position in different axes can be controlled individually while
the positions in other axes remain unchanged. Figure 5.11 shows the results.
A “Go Home” feature is implemented into the dynamic inversion controller by
giving a fixed position and resetting the previous velocity and position errors. The
“Go Home” is controlled by a separate button, when the button is pressed, the
position feedback loop will drive the IRIS+ back to the fixed position. Figure 5.12
shows the test results with the “Go Home” function. In the plot(a), the commanded
position is the integrated velocity command in heading frame, which remained
unchanged after the function was enabled (indicated by the green dot). However,
the IRIS+ flew to the fixed [0, 0, 1.5] home point and stayed there. The plot(b)
shows the flight path of the maneuver, the IRIS+ flew straight back to the initial
point after being commanded to a different position.
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(a) 0.5m/s Longitudinal

(b) 0.5m/s Lateral

(c) 2m/s Lateral

(d) 2m/s Lateral

Figure 5.8: Dynamic inversion controller doublet input test
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(b) Vertical velocity doublet, 2 m/s

(a) Vertical velocity doublet, 0.45 m/s

Figure 5.9: Vertical velocity control with doublet command.

(a) Vertical velocity tracking/altitude hold (b) Altitude hold with translational motion

Figure 5.10: Altitude hold performance
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Figure 5.11: Vehicle position hold

(b) Flight path of the maneuver

(a) IRIS+ position in heading frame

Figure 5.12: Vehicle response to “Go Home” command
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5.4 Wind gust disturbance rejection verification
The dynamic inversion controller was also used in a wind gust estimation project.
One of the goals of the project is to use a Kalman filter based gust identification
algorithm to estimate the in-flight gust experienced by the IRIS+ [2]. During the
flight test, the IRIS+ was flying in front of a strong gust disturbance generated by
a high speed fan. The flight test setup is shown in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13: Test setup for wind gust disturbance estimation and rejection
A 30-inch high-speed fan is used to generate simulated gust wind [2]. The swirl
effect of the outflow is reduced by placing a layer of honeycomb structure in front of
the fan. With the honeycomb structure, the core fan flow can reach about 7 m/s.
A modelled shipboard superstructure was used to generate airwake turbulence
behind the fan to simulate the complex gust environment of a shipboard. During
the flight test, a 3-axes ultrasonic anemometer measured the gust flow velocities.
The IRIS+ was commanded to hover close behind the anemometer, where the wind
velocities should be close to the measured value. The wind gust measurements were
recorded by a separate workbook computer, while the IRIS+’s position, velocity
and attitude information measured by the motion capture system was recorded by
the ground station.
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Figure 5.14 shows the synced wind profile and the vehicle response in position
to the gust wind. The dynamic inversion controller stopped the IRIS+ and rejected
the disturbance of the strong unsteady gust, but the controller could not hold its
original position while going against the wind. When the fan was turned on, the PI
compensation on the position feedback loop became the main control power. The
proportional control stopped the IRIS+ from being blown away, however, the gain
on the integral control of the position loop is too small to recover the vehicle to its
origin in a short time. In general, the dynamic inversion controller rejects the gust
disturbance but the gains for the controller were not optimized for overcoming the
wind and hold its position precisely.

(b) Vehicle position with the gust.

(a) Recorded wind profile.

Figure 5.14: Synchronized vehicle response in position to wind gust [2].
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Chapter 6 |
Conclusion and Recommendations for Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
In this project, the quadrotor indoor control system for the IRIS+ was developed
for the projects to build a reliable aerial platform that uses the motion capture
system as feedback. During this process, the dynamics of the quadrotor aircraft
was studied in detail. The equations of motions were developed, and the linear
dynamic model is constructed. Frequency-domain system identification method
was studied, and the frequency-sweep test input was designed for flight test. Then
an ROS ground station software package was developed for conducting flight test.
The package supports to do frequency sweep system identification flight test and
record synchronized vehicle response using the motion capture system. The flight
test data was sent to CIFER software for estimating the unknown parameters for
the vehicle model. Time-domain verification of the model was made using doublet
input flight test data. The simulation results show good fit to the real flight test
data.
To design the indoor flight controller, the aircraft onboard hardware and its
fight control system were studied. A model based translational rate command
(TRC) controller was designed with PI compensation to the feedback errors. In
addition, linear analysis for the IRIS+ dynamic model was performed, and the
gains for the PI feedback loops were obtained via classical Root Locus method.
Furthermore, a dynamic inversion controller was designed with position hold ca-
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pability. The gains for the dynamic inversion controller was obtain by analysing
the error dynamics.
Both controllers were made into Simulink models for simulation before implemented into the ground station software package. The performance of the controllers was tested with different test input. The flight test data was then compared
with the simulation model. Indeed, the controllers have reached good performance
and the IRIS+ can be piloted with inexperienced pilots in the motion capture lab,
the original goal of the project has been achieved.
In addition, this project also helps parallel projects which uses the IRIS+ aircraft and the motion capture system. The recorded frequency sweep test response
was used to identify the IRIS+ aircraft’s linear dynamic model. The identified
results have been published in paper [3] and submitted.
Finally, the TRC-PH controller was also used in the wind gust identification
project [2]. The IRIS+ was piloted to hover in a strong gust wind and the dynamic
inversion showed good disturbance rejection results. After the test, the attitude
of the IRIS+ was collected to match with the identified vehicle model to estimate
the wind gust, where the results are also published in paper [2].
During this research project, some important lessons have been learned, where
people should always pay special attention to coordinate transformation, data
management and flight test safety. Overall, this thesis research leads a comprehensive experience with quadrotor aircraft study, which includes system identification, modeling, simulation, data processing, controller design and implementation,
and flight test verification. The research provides great opportunities to access to
popular hardware and test facilities, as well as software environments. Moreover,
this research opens a door to get into further and deeper research related to wind
gust estimation, vehicle system identification, simulation and control.

6.2 Future work
Both TRC controllers have demonstrated their capability of velocity tracking, and
the dynamic inversion controller can also help holding the position for IRIS+
quadrotor in the motion capture lab. The system can be used as a test platform
to achieve additional tasks.
One of the tasks is to implement a trajectory following feature for the ground
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station to enable fully autonomous indoor flight. The dynamic inversion controller
has been implemented as it can take commanded position. Thus, a trajectory
following controller can be developed, and the easiest way to implement this is to
use multiple positions in time series as commanded positions. The commanded
positions in trajectory and their time history can be written into a text file. The
trajectory following controller can read the trajectory file and execute it using
existing TRC control.
However, this method will not give a smooth trajectory but piece wise straight
lines between each point in the trajectory file. A trajectory generator may also
be developed to provide smoother trajectory. This generator should not only be
giving commanded position, but also give velocity or even acceleration. However,
currently the IRIS+ lacks a fast and reliable way to send its acceleration estimates
down to the ground station. The 3DR radio, as the communication wireless link,
has its limits. The acceleration estimates and other onboard data that ground station receives has data dropout and an unsteady update rate. Additional hardware
may be needed to receive the onboard data during flight, thus a feedback controller for the acceleration of IRIS+ can be designed to better track the trajectory
following command.
Furthermore, it becomes more popular to use the quadrotor to carry a small
computer onboard. Having a computing unit on the quardrotor can remove the
ground station from the loop, and usually the onboard computer can be connected
to the onboard autopilot directly with a serial cable. Thus, the transport delay
due to the signal communication in the outer loop feedback control system can be
minimized. Another big advantage for onboard computing is, multiple additional
sensors and actuators can be added to the system, such as an optical flow sensor,
a pair of stereo cameras or a robot arm. Those additional sensors and actuators
will enable the IRIS+ to accomplish even more tasks.
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